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CCA plea for the horse george Q
cannons concern for animal welfare
in nineteenth century america
aaron R kelson

taking a position somewhat unusualunusualforporfor his time president george Q cannon
actively taught rerespectspectorpotforjor animals as a matter of religious principle

george Q cannon 1827 1901 is remembered as a gentle and diplo-
matic leader in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints never-
thelesstheless he was a courageous and outspoken defender of the principles he
valued his resolute dedication to principle outweighed his desire for com-
fort or popularity one of the best examples of president cannon s forth-
right nature is his more than thirty year effort to promote the humane
treatment of animals among the latter day saints when one considers the
historical context of president cannons advocacy for animal welfare his

unusual strength of character is evident this article reviews the major
themes of his written pleas for animal welfare as published in the juvenile

instructor magazine during his tenure as the magazine s editor from its

inception in 1866 until his death in 1901 relevant events concurrent with
his teachings are described with the review and the philosophical and reli-

gious historical context follows

early reformers

one of president cannon s most often repeated themes was that the
golden rule applies to the treatment of animals he began expressing this
viewpoint early in his career as editor of the juvenile instructor his first
editorial on the subject was published in 1868

no man or woman no boy or girl who has any kind feelings will inflict
unnecessary pain upon any creature such persons will not hurt a worm
those who do so prove themselves unworthy of the power they have and

by their cruelty they sink beneath the brute

president cannon reiterated these sentiments the following year in an
account about a man who severely beat his horse while the animal strug-
gled to pull a heavy wagon during the course of the beating the man
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illustration of cruelty to animals this drawing was published in the juvenile instru-
ctors an illustration for cannon s cautionary tale about a rough unmerciful man who
11 struck his horse in the eye with his whip and later regretted that act when he lost the
sight in his own eye from george Q cannon don t be cruel juvenile instructor 4
no 252518691971869 197
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whipped one of the horse s eyes some time later this same man got into a

fight and lost an eye himself at which time he remembered how he had
whipped out the eye of his horse and too late realized the folly and danger
of brutally treating heaven s dumb creatures but president cannon
added that fear of punishment should not be the motive for kindness to
animals we should be kind to others and to animals and birds and
creeping things because it is right to be kind 3121123322

after nearly thirty years of emphasizing the need to be kind to animals
the culmination of president cannons campaign was official LDS church
sponsorship of an annual humane day celebration beginning in 1897

and lasting until 1918 each year one issue of the juvenile instructor con-
tained supporting material for humane day 3 following president cannon s

death in 1901igol president joseph F smith 1838 1918 another strong and
active voice for the welfare of animals oversawoversad the humane day program

since at least 1874 president cannon had encouraged the church to
sponsor an active animal welfare program speaking about humane soci-
eties being started in the eastern US and in europe he said something
akin to this is needed in some parts of utah by which men may be taught
that even beasts have rights which must be respected 1144 just eight years ear-
lier in 1866 the first organization dedicated to animal welfare in the US
the american society for the prevention of cruelty to animals ASPCA
was chartered in new york city under the leadership of henry bergh

1811 88 this organization was patterned after the royal SPCA chartered
in london in 1824 organizations such as these were primarily dedicated to
investigating cruelty cases and to promoting new or improving existing
humane legislation 5

the most successful animal welfare educational program during presi-
dent cannon s lifetime was initiated by george T angell 1823 1909
angell founded the massachusetts SPCA in 1868 and published the first
periodical in the world devoted to animal welfare titled our dumb ani-
mals under the auspices of the organization 6 given that president cannon
also began writing about animal welfare in 1868 he was clearly an ameri-
can and even an international pioneer in the field

angellsangelsAngells massachusetts SPCA was successful in organizing american
students into bands of mercy based on a similar english movement by
1912 over three million elementary school students in the US were
enrolled in over eighty five thousand chapters members wore badges with
the wording I11 I will try to be kind to all living creatures and try to protect
them from cruel usage 1771173777 membership in bands of mercy began declining
after world war 11II the rise and subsequent decline of the LDS humane
day program closely paralleled the bands of mercy effort except that
humane day did not last quite as long as the national program 8
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president cannon s attempts to help latter day saints develop a con-
cern for the welfare of animals were apparently not as effective as he would
have liked in 1899 after more than thirty years of emphasizing the topic
the need he felt to advocate the cause was undiminished

there is a need for a better higher and more humane sentiment among our
people especially among the rising generation horses and cows and other
animals are frequently treated with a cruelty and a hardheartednesshard heartedness that are
almost wicked it is a very great sin in the sight of the almighty for the
dumb creation to be treated with cruelty or even with neglect A merciful
man is merciful to his beast 9

the spirit of destruction

although some people were sympathetic to treating domestic animals
kindly their concern was not often transferred to wild animals hunting
for sport was one of the most common recreational activities in the US
during the latter half of the nineteenth century partly because it was
almost unregulated at the time president cannon differentiated between
hunting for food and hunting for sport he was not opposed to hunting for
food when it was truly needed but he was strongly opposed to taking ani-
mal life for the enjoyment of killing he referred to those who were
inclined to do so as having the spirit of destruction he wrote it is the
spirit of destruction that we deplore and that we wish to call attention to
the disposition to destroy life and to slaughter the creatures which god has
created for the sake of sport this is not rightright1010 he also wrote with char-
acteristicacteristic candor the disposition of men and boys to kill wild animals
and birds and even every insect which crosses their path is very general
far too general among latter day saints why should there be such eager-
ness to kill these creaturescreatures511yiltii511 indeed in the nineteenth century sport
hunting was popular not only among men and boys but among women
as well

sport hunting of the american bison or buffalo exemplifies the spirit
of the times especially well 12 once numbering as many as sixty million the
buffalo population was reduced to only about five hundred animals pri-
marily over the forty year period from 1845 to 1885 13 marketing of buffalo
robes and later of leather from buffalo hides were most responsible for the
slaughter but sport hunting was also a factor 14 the contribution of sport
hunting to the near extermination of the buffalo was intensified with the
coming of the railroad to the western frontier railroad companies pro-
moted buffalo hunts to entice travelers to take western excursions for ten
dollars a passenger could buy a trip on a luxury coach with rifle and
ammunition provided hunters were told that they could shoot from the
train windows until they were out of bullets or until their rifle barrel
became too hot
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one typical adventure occurred in 1868 the same year president can-
non began his published campaign for animal welfare passengers traveling
on the kansas pacific railway encountered a buffalo herd in western kansas
after traveling approximately 325 miles from lawrence kansas forty miles
later when the herd was near enough to the train the hunt began the
buffalo ran alongside the moving train while the boys blazed away at them
without effect finally a bull was mortally wounded the train stopped
and the passengers disembarkedembarkeddis to surround the fallen animal they cele-
brated A cornet band gathered around and as if to tantalize the spirits of
all departed buffalo played yankee doodle this particular animal was
evisceratedeviscerated and carted home so that friends and relatives would have the
pleasure of seeing the dimensions of the animal I115

predictably president cannon did not agree with sport such as this
regarding the buffalo the saints encountered during the exodus from illi-
nois to the salt lake valley he wrote the temptation to shoot them was
very hard for many of the men to resist but early in the journey they were
taught that it was a sin in the sight of god to waste flesh 7316111616 few others
agreed with him during the era when famous buffalo slaughterersslaughterers such as
william F cody 1846 1917 aka buffalo bill were acclaimed as na-
tional heroes the attitude of two european noblemen touring north
america who stopped in salt lake city in 1869 was quite typical president
cannon and other church leaders had the opportunity to visit with these
men when inquiry was made as to whether or not the hunters had found
plenty of game they replied that they had been very successful killing as
many as 81 buffalo in a single day president cannon wrote when we
heard this reply the interest we had taken in them vanished 111717

hideous mistakes

perhaps the most controversial animal welfare issue addressed by presi-
dent cannon was the bounty or scalp laws that were ubiquitous in
north america during the latter half of the nineteenth century 188 under
the provisions of these laws hunters were paid by the government for
killing an animal deemed to be detrimental to settlement virtually all large
predators such as wolves coyotes cougars and black and grizzly bears
were targeted by these laws as were rodents crows and birds of prey

president cannon was concerned that bounty laws were just an added
enticement for people to participate in the spirit of destruction in opposi-
tion he defended many of the animals targeted by bounty laws including
even the european starling of the starling he wrote he has his uses and
many things can be said in his behalf he has great persistency moreover
and vitality of the mostmosi superb kind the more he is persecuted the more
he prospers one cannot help but wonder if he saw parallels between his
life and the life of a starling both originated in england and both were the
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object of much persecution but even president cannon was willing to
concede that starlings can be very exasperating 19

he also took up the cause of the coyote another highly disparaged ani-
mal on the north american frontier the coyote has few friends a good
word is hardly ever said for him and every man s hand is against him he
argued that the coyote eats rabbits which if allowed to multiply without a

check on their population would be a true scourge to human civilization
As such he did not think it was harmful if the price paid for such a service
was a lamb or a stray sheep occasionally 112020

the challenge faced by president cannon even within the LDS com-
munity is illustrated by the war of extermination that mormonscormons declared
in 1849 against wild animals prizes were offered to hunters who killed the
most predators and vermin including wolves wildcats bears skunks
eagles hawks owls crows and magpies in addition to the prizes awarded
bounties were paid for wolf and fox skins 21

president cannon s concern for predators stemmed not only from his
gentle nature but also from his appreciation for ecological balance his
depth ofecological understanding was rare even among professional biolo-
gists of that time he believed that ecological balance had to be the natural
result of a world created by god he stated an all wise creator has
arranged many things which puny man does not fully understand in our
attempts to improve on nature we frequently make hideous mistakes in
most cases these bounty laws are among the gravest of these mistakes
nothing was created in vain 112222

the rarity of president cannon s understanding of ecological balance
in 1899 can be demonstrated by considering a case that occurred just a few

years after he made this statement the case occurred not far from salt
lake city it was the first management program for the kaibab deer herd
in southern utah and northern arizona lasting fromgrom 19061906 until about 1926 in
19061906 the decision was made by president teddy roosevelt s administration
to turn the parklike ponderosa pine forests of the kaibab plateau north of
the grand canyon into a vast deer preserve wildlife managers reasoned
that an increased deer herd could be sustained if all the predators in the
area were killed consequently uncle jim owens a yellowstone park
guide and hunter was employed to kill all the cougars wolves and coyotes
that he could from 19061906 to 1910 owens killed between 125 and 150 cougars
and an undisclosed number of wolves and coyotes 23

in 1910 the biological survey took over for owens and killed nearly 100loo
cougars and about 600600goo coyotes by 1912 literally all the deer herd s predators
on the kaibab plateau had been exterminated deer hunting was prohibited
for a few years the plan seemed to be a success as the deer herd flourished 24

by 1926 the deer herd numbered approximately 4000040000 animals up from
between 40004000 and 50005000 animals in 1906 25 but the success was short lived
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the deer herd began to collapse because the animals were literally eating
themselves out of house and home the management response was to
ship live deer to other parts of the country open the area to licensed
hunters and sell meat from deer killed by government hunters federal
wildlife managers realized after the fact that the deer and the deer s

predators existed in a state of mutual balance rather than in a state of per-
petual competition 26

early LDS animal welfare thought

president cannons concern for the precarious status of animals in the
nineteenth century was supported by LDS scripture and by the teachings of
other early LDS leaders most notably joseph smith 1805 44 brigham
young 1801801 77 lorenzo snow 1814 1901 and joseph F smith 1838

1918 27 the book of mormon doctrine and covenants pearl of great
price and joseph smiths translation of the bible add to and clarify animal
related topics mentioned in the bible these new insights surely influenced
what may have been natural inclinations held by early LDS leaders toward
animal welfare

in addition to the animal welfare subjects developed in the bible latter
day scripture emphasizes that mankind will be held accountable for the
blood of every beast JST gen 911gilgli meat should be eaten sparingly
dacd&c 8912 15 god remembers all of his creatures mosiah 2730
moses 16 all life human and nonhuman is immortal dacd&c 2924 25

dominion in the eternities is dependent on gentleness and meekness in
mortality dacd&c 12141 46 all living things are sustained by the light of
christ dacd&c 8813 the earth itself is a living entity moses 748 61 and all

animals and plants are intelligent living souls created spiritually prior to
being created physically dacd&c 932993293030 moses 39391919

2821

furnished with such revealed knowledge joseph smith promoted ani-
mal welfare among the saints including teaching that mankind could not
expect animals to abandon their vicious natures as long as people possess
the same disposition 112929 joseph smith practiced as well as taught kindness
and respect for animal life his example was remembered long after his
death evidenced by his well known regard for wildlife on zion s camp 30 as

well as by a nine year old boy s letter published in the juvenile instructor
sixty years after the prophet joseph was martyredmartyred the letter describes in

appreciative language how the prophet joseph was kind to his dog major
one winter evening in nauvoo a group of saints gathered in joseph s

home for a meeting young artemus ward recorded the event as told by his
great aunt charlotte cole

when it was time to begin the meeting joseph said it is too cold tonight to
turn the dog out major that was the dog s name you can go under the bed
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the dog did as he was told and stayed there while they held the meet-
ing I1 have a pony and a dog and I1 try to be kind to them 31

brigham young echoed joseph smiths teachings about kindness and
respect for animal life 32 president young taught that every member of
the animal vegetable and mineral kingdoms will receive their exalta-
tion by virtue of their abiding the laws by which they were made 113333 he
taught the saints that gentle dominion over the animal kingdom was a
prerequisite for being made a ruler over many things in the world to
come 34 and he had little patience for those who did not care for animals
in a manner befitting disciples of jesus christ stating that disregard for
the wellbeingwell being of animals was a great sin and that many saints were
spared being cursed by the lord for animal neglect only because they
were ignorant of their sin 35

judging by the frequency with which the message was reiterated presi-
dents smith and young were challenged in their efforts to ennoble the
saints behavior toward their animals yet their teachings must have had
some effect on the saints as colonel thomas L kane 1822 83 said that he
was impressed by the saints kindness to their brute dependents and par-
ticularlyticularly to their beasts of draught he further stated that mormonscormons cared
so much for their animals that they would have washed them with old wine
had they had any 36

lorenzo snow like presidents smith and young was converted to the
worth of nonhuman life his humane attitude crystallized when he was
gaining his strength back after battling a lengthy illness in far west mis-
souri to combat the boredom he felt at not being able to either do or read
much he decided to hunt wild turkeys a practice of which he had been
particularly fond but while he was stalking turkeys that day he had a strik-
ing change of heart

while moving slowly forward in pursuit of something to kill my mind was
arrested with the reflection on the nature of my pursuit that of amusing
myself by giving pain and death to harmless innocent creatures that perhaps
had as much right to life and enjoyment as myself I1 realized that such indul-
gence was without any justification and feeling condemned I1 laid my gun on
my shoulder returned home and from that time to this I1 have felt no incli-
nation for that murderous amuamusementsemen t 37

two years before his death joseph F smith summarized the LDS
perspective on animals by stating simply the latter day saints have
always taught kindness to animals 113838 and just seven months before his
death he penned what became his concluding published thought about
animal welfare he wrote love of nature is akin to the love of god the
two are inseparable 0031113139

the emphasis early LDS leaders placed on animal welfare led one
researcher to conclude the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has
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evidenced far more zoophilic teachings in an official capacity than other
denominations in the united states 40 thus even though president cannon
was the most visible advocate for animal welfare within the LDS church for
over three decades he was not alone among prominent LDS figures it is

likely that he refined and strengthened his philosophy in communication
with other leaders in the LDS church

other philosophical influences

in addition to these important LDS specific influences president can-
non was affected also by the thoughts ofofnonoftonnon LDS individualsindividualS 441I1 he recog-
nized these influences and in fact seemed anxious to use them for good
when he thought that could be done when he introduced the humane
day program and instructed sunday school teachers to provide appropri-
ate lessons for the children he added there is a large field from which
information can be gleaned and which will be exceedingly interesting to
the children to listen to and they can be impressed in a way that will not

be 13421142334242soon forgotten
president cannon s admiration for the work being done by others is

unmistakable in his writings he seemed to have been especially impressed
with george T angell he praised angell highly as a fearless and an able
champion of the rights of dumb animals his only object in life is to do
good to his fellow creatures 43 however president cannon did not elect to
reproduce many outside articles in the juvenile instructor

on the other hand president cannon s successor to the editorship
joseph F smith relied heavily on outside resources to support the humane
day program material published in the juvenile instructor in conjunction
with the humane day program from 1902 to 1918 came from a wide variety
outside sources including george T angellsangelsAngells publication our dumb ani-
mals home and school visitor forest and stream popular science news
phrenological journal spectator youths companion new orleans picayune
american humane education society new york sun christian register
boston globe clara barton founder of the american red cross and
many others 44

the thoughts of many of america s early animal welfare activists
refuted longstandinglong standing philosophical attitudes about animals president
cannon was no doubt aware of the philosophical attitudes that had in the
minds of some validated cruel behavior toward animals one of the west-
ern worlds most prominent philosophers renereng descartes 1596 1650
was prominent in contributing to the inhumane treatment of animals
descartes argued that animals are nothing more than biological
machines incapable of feeling pain or of reasoning his philosophy was
accepted by many of the other influential thinkers of his day french
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philosopher nicolas de malebranche 1638 1715 one of descartessDescartess fol-
lowers attributed the howls of a dog he had just kicked to the creaking of
the gearing and the turnspit 3145114545

not all western philosophers shared descartes s views one prominent
thinker who disagreed with descartes s ideas was the famous french writer
voltaire 1694 1778 voltaire argued that the animal machine idea was
ridiculous pitiful and sorry another prominent frenchman pierre bayle
1647 17061706 also disagreed with descartes 46

despite opposition the animal machine philosophy still prevailed in
england just a few decades prior to president cannon s birth in that coun-
try it was not until the end of the eighteenth century that serious efforts
were made in england to elevate the status of animals from machines to
sentient beings capable of suffering 47 jeremy bentham 1748 1832 a
famous english jurist and economist was one of the first prominent english-
men to challenge the animal machine philosophy bentham made a state-
ment now considered to be a classic in the animal welfare debate the
question is not can they reason nor can they talktaiktalkbitbitbut can they sussersuffersudsersuffer4848148

even with this growing support most efforts made in eighteenth
century england to promote kindness to animals were met with derision or
even punishment reverend james granger 1723 76 a vicar of the church
of england went to prison for twice preaching against cruelty to animals 49

on october 18 1772 reverend granger chose as the text of his sermon
proverbs 1210 A righteous man regardethregardeth the life of his beast but the ten-
der mercies of the wicked are cruel he dedicated his remarks to a neigh
bor he had often seen whipping his horse reverend granger spoke in a
forceful manner

for god s sake and thy own have some compassion upon these poor
beasts I1 give thee fair warning that a worse punishment waits for thee in
the next and that damnation will certainly come according to thy call
I1 advise thee to fall upon thy knees and ask god forgiveness for the cruelty 50

reverend granger later described the reaction to his sermon the fore
going discourse gave almost universal disgust to two considerable congre-
gationsgat ions the mention of dogs and horses was censured as a prostitution of
the dignity of the pulpit and considered as proof of the author s insanity 1 51

at the dawning of the nineteenth century domestic animals in devel-
oped western societies were still generally regarded at best as items of

much different than shovel 01521152315252 it ispersonal property not a or plow not
surprising therefore that sentiments such as those expressed by reverend
granger were considered perverse european attitudes toward animals
remained so callous that when president cannon was born in liverpool
england the practice of stealing cats skinning them alive and then selling
the pelt was common in his country 53
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As inhumane treatment of animals continued in england a growing
body of english philosophers including lord thomas erskine 01701750175o1750 1823

percy bysshe shelley 1792 1822 and richard martin 1755 1834 felt com-
pelled to promote animal welfare despite formidable opposition 54 joseph F

smith noted lord thomas erskine s attempt to pass animal rights legisla-
tion in 1809 the first attempt made in england the first movement ever
made in the british parliament to obtain some law for the protection of
animals from cruelty was by a distinguished english statesman who was
met by such a storm of ridicule that he abandoned the attemptattempt55115555 in 1822

richard martin earned the distinction of being the first person inin england
to successfully introduce humane legislation

president cannons millennial vision

president cannon s gentle nature may have caused him to be naturally
inclined to champion the cause of animals and his efforts were inspired by
the work of US and british contemporaries who were eloquently defend-
ing animal welfare during the latter half of the nineteenth century yet his
faith was the most pervasive rationale he used to support his defense of
animal welfare because of this president cannon differentiated himself
from most other nineteenth century champions of animal welfare

even among those whose philosophies were religiously based presi-

dent cannon was distinctive because of the unique beliefs about animals
supported by LDSLIDSliosllos doctrine one difference between president cannon s

writings and those of other christian authors stems from different beliefs

about the timing of the second coming of christ an event early members
of the LDSLIDS church felt was imminenimminentilminent 56 he was aware that the relationship
between mankind and the animals was prophesied to be much different
during the millennial era isa ilg116116 9 6525 ezek 3425 hosea 218 for
president cannon preparing for the changed relationship mankind would
have with the animals during the millennium was just as fundamental as

the other preparations the saints were making for that event 577 faithful
latter day saints were likely responsive to this theme because the vision of
zion or a people prepared to live under millennial conditions was what
compelled many of them to sacrifice virtually all that they had to immi-
grate to the great basin

this vision of a peaceful existence including not only peace between
god and mankind but also peace with the animal world and with all the rest
of creation seemed to inspire president cannon of this hope he wrote

the time will come when man and animals which are now wild and fero-
cious will dwell together without hurting each other the prophets have
foretold this with great plainness but before this day comes men will
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have to cease their war upon the animals the reptiles and the insects
when man becomes their true friend they will learn to love and not to fear
him the spirit of the lord which will rest upon man will also be given to
the animal creation man will not hurt nor destroy not even tigers and
lions and wolves and snakes and they will not harm him and universal
peace will prevail 58511

in harmony with the prophet joseph s teachings he taught the saints
that if they could control their destructive propensities a different spirit
would take possession of fowls animals fish reptiles and insects this
change ofheart according to president cannon would help to bring about
the millennium 59

president cannon s gentleness is an important legacy in the history of
the LDS church because his teaching was expressed during an era when
gentleness was less common and admired than conquest and dominance it
is all the more valuable today 60
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plea for the horse used in the title of this article comes from a humane day article
published in juvenile instructor 50 no 4 1917 172

i1 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 3 no 17 1868i8681868132132

2 george Q cannon don t be cruel juvenile instructor 4 no 25 1869 197

3 references to humane day in the juvenile instructor from 1897 to 1918 include
the following volume and page numbers 32 no 2 1897 58 6060 33 no 2 1898 69 70

33 no 4 1898 152 34 no 4 1899 104 51105 lioiioilo 11113ll11 113 14 35 no 4 1900 122126 36
no 4 19001191901 119ilg 37 no 3 1902 84 38 no 4 1903 97 109115.125109115125 26 39 no 4 1904

97 6113122106113122iolo 26 40 no 4 1905 97 106106log 41 no 4 19061906 loilol 6126 42 no 4 1907

97 103 43 no 2 19081908 57 59 60 44 no 3 1909 95 9898110110lloilo 13 45 no 2 iglo19101910 60
85 88 46 no 2 1911 838310880108108 14 47 no 2 1912 78 79112 16 48 no 2 1913 84 85

125 28 49 no 2 1914 9494127127 36 5050 no 2 1915 9393126126 37 51 no 2 1916 84 90
92 93 52 no 4 1917 171 7676193193 94 53 no 4 1918 182 83 in addition many other
issues from 1868 to 1920 contained articles on animal welfare which were not directly
connected with the humane day program

4 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 9 no 25 1874 294

5 lewis G regenstein replenish the earth A history of organized religions treat-
ment of animals and nature including the bibles message of conservation and kind-
ness toward animals new york crossroad 1991iggi 109log

6 gerald E jones concern for animals as manifest in five american churches
bible christian shaker latter day saint christian scientist and seventh day adven-
tist phd diss brigham young university 1972 28

7 francis H rowley the humane idea boston american humane education
society 1912 50 51

8 another LDS leader who strongly advocated kindness to animals david 0
mckay 1873 1970 initiated a kindness to animals club for LDS children in 1952
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kindness to animals club childrens friend 51 no i1 1952 23 this club existed
for five years but it did not generate as much interest as president cannon s humane
day program

9 george Q cannon kindness to dumb animals juvenile instructor 34 no 4
18991131899 113

io10 george Q cannon taking life unnecessarily juvenile instructor 34 no 19

1899 592

ii11 george Q cannon revelation wanton killing juvenile instructor 24
no 23 18891889548548

12 during president cannon s effort to curb sport hunting extermination was
also in the process of occurring for two well known species of birds in north america
once numbering several million the passenger pigeon was considered rare by 1895 the
last passenger pigeon died in cincinnati zoological gardens on september 1914 north
americas only native parrot the carolina parakeet was hunted to extinction in the
wild by 1900 the last captive carolina parakeet died in 1914 in the same zoo as the last
passenger pigeon see ralph whitlock birds at risk whitshireWhit shire eng moonraker
press 1981 39

13 approximately 200 thousand bison now live in north america roughly 150
thousand in the US and 50 thousand in canada about go90 percent of these animals are
in privately owned herds utah has two publicly owned bison herds over four hundred
head in the henry mountains and over five hundred head on antelope island in the
great salt lake

14 david A dary the buffalo book the full saga of the american animal day-
ton ohio swallow pressohioPress Ohio university press 1974

15 E N andrews A buffalo hunt by rail kansas magazine 3 no 5 may 1873

450453 54
16 george Q cannon hunting buffalo juvenile instructor 4 no 20 18691571869 157

A few buffalo were present in utah territory in 1847 when LDS pioneers arrived there
renowned smithsonian zoologist william T hornaday 1854 1937 wrote in his exami-
nation of the extermination of the buffalo

it is well known that buffaloes though in very small numbers once inhabited
northeastern utah and that a few were killed by the mormon settlers prior to
1840 sic in the vicinity of great salt lake there is no evidence that bison
ever inhabited the southwestern half of utah and considering the general
sterility of the territory as a whole previous to its development by irrigation
it is surprising that any buffalo in his senses would ever set foot in it at allanaliail

william T hornaday the extermination of the american bison washing-
ton DC government printing office 1889 383

17 cannon hunting buffalo 157
18 some states still have bounty laws on the books they are seldom used how-

ever because the bounties are usually negligible in today s dollars other states have
only recently rescinded these laws such as wisconsin in 1996

ig19 george Q cannon why continually want to kill kill kill juvenile instruc-
tortor34 nono1616 1899 492

20 cannon why continually want to kill 492
21 john D lee A mormon chronicle the diaries of john D lee ed robert glass

cleland and juanita brooks 2 volsVOIS salt lake city university of utah press 1983 182
99 100loo100 hosea stout on the mormon frontier the diary of hosea stout ed juanita
brooks 2 volsVOIS salt lake city university of utah press 1964 2337 38
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22 cannon why continually want to kill 493

23 willwiilwillcwillaC barnes those kaibab deer forest workeriworkerworkersi november 1924 60

24 barnes those kaibab deer 60

25 barnes those kaibab deer 60 wiliwillwiil C barnes game a forest asset and
sometimes a liability forest worker 3 may 1926 21

26 barnes those kaibab deer 61 62

27 for a more comprehensive review of the teachings of early LDS leaders about
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